**Packing checklist**

- A carry-on bag with an extra set of field clothing, field shoes/ or sneakers, prescriptions, travel documents including immigration material (visa), and personal essentials in the event that your luggage does not arrive due to short connections. If your bag does not arrive, fill in the forms at the airport, and use the provided address as delivery address. We will make a follow up the next day.
- A supply of field clothes to allow you to change when dirty ones have been put out for laundry. Mostly casual safari/travel clothes), including some longer pants and shirts (or convertible pants that can be long-or-short legged and shirts with button-up sleeves), a sweater or light jacket for cool nights.
- Rugged boots, a pair of comfortable walking shoes, work gloves, brimmed-hats, sun glasses.
- Couple of flashlights, solar lantern, batteries, sleeping bag and/ or set of bed-sheets, towel, small tent, shower bag, personal toiletries, hand sanitizers, sunscreens, insect repellants, camp chair etc.
- Bring notebooks, you will keep a field journal for daily activities. You may bring your own field kit (e.g., geo-hammer, archaeological trowel, hand lens (10-16X), excavation brushes, pens, clipboard, good camera, pocket knife with can/ bottle opener (any sort of small survival kit is good).
- Books (novels, articles etc.), personal music etc.